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In present days, development in chip technology enables us to incorporate heterogonous cores on one
chip. Synchronization and communication between such diverse cores is a major issue. Current
Synchronous NOC architecture with buffered router consumes a substantial chip area and Power (clock
distribution & I/O buffers). Hence in recent times Buffer-less routers based on Deflective routing are pro-
jected as a possible solution, but they suffers from issues like sequential port allocation and slow critical
path and also increases the Latency. In this paper we propose 2D 4x4 Asynchronous Mesh NOC architec-
ture with a novel router design using XY routing algorithm. In the proposed router design, we have elim-
inated the conventional input and output buffers and crossbar switch. We integrated priority encoder and
FSM based Arbiter which efficiently solves long critical path issues of conventional Buffer less router by
dynamically changing the port priority and hence solves the starvation and Live/Dead lock issue and
improves the Area Consumption (i.e., reduced by � 43%). We have used parallel transmission which
enables us to improve Speed (by �73%) and elimination of I/O buffers reduces the power consumption
(� 0.56w).
� 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the Web International Con-
ference on Accelerating Innovations in Material Science – 2020. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Advancement in chip technology has made it possible to inte-
grate heterogeneous cores from simple memories to complex DSPs
on one-chip (SOC) [1]. As the number of processing elements on-
chip increases, the intricacy of communication between them also
increases. In recent time, NOCs have become the central nervous
system of SOCs and projected as a potential solution to solve the
communication issues of intricate SOC designs [2]. NOC defines
the physical interconnection of the processing element through a
network of routers and links. The NOCs are designed with primary
objective of network-on-chip (NOC) is to move data around a chip
as efficiently as possible with as little impact as possible on design
while meeting or exceeding key design metrics (PPA, etc.) and
solve the issues of conventional shared bus architecture.

The Router is the main component of NOC, plays an essential
role in coordinating data transfer in the network. The number of
Router increases proportionally with the number of cores in a net-
work; hence, designing an efficient Router is the main requirement
to achieve the required system performance. Router efficiency is
mainly defined by NOC architecture, Routing technique, Network
topology, Buffer size and Arbiter design. The first parameter is
NOC Architecture; it could be Synchronous, Asynchronous or GALS.
In Synchronous NOC architecture, the Routers are driven by global
clock hence it consumes more power Synchronous designs are area
efficient and fast, but implementation of high frequencies will be
challenging and they suffer from EMI (Electromagnetic interfer-
ence) [3]. To solve the Global clock distribution led problems
(e.g.; clock skew/clock Jitter) of Synchronous NOC, Researchers
have come up with many intermediate solutions like GALS (Glob-
ally Asynchronous and Locally Synchronous) [4], in this technique
the whole system is divided into smaller synchronous regions
which removes the need for global clock. NOC which supports both
Synchronous (end to end path) and Asynchronous communication
(NOC-IP) is proposed in [5] to achieve reduced energy consumption
and improved Latency. An energy efficient Synchronous- Asyn-
chronous Circuit switched NOC [6] is proposed with two sub router
(one for Synchronous control and other for Asynchronous Data
transfer). In an Asynchronous NOC design, the Routers are self-
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timed and they are liberal to process variations, the whole chip in
Asynchronous design can be divided into many isolated clock
domains, it reduces the overall design time but the design will
be comparatively slow. Asynchronous designs are most preferable
choice in real time application where the transmission of small
data packets within limited power requirement. Synchronous
designs are good choices where large data packets and continuous
transmission are involved for example multimedia applications [7].
So far now many Asynchronous NOC designs are presented by
researchers such as Bundled data logic which provides high
throughput with simple hardware requirements but they are very
sensitive timing variations. A 2 U click based Mesh NOC with
bonded bundled data is proposed [8] to improve the Latency. The
Asynchronous designs based on QDI (Quasi delay insensitive) tech-
nique where the application performs correctly, independent of
delays are used for NOC design. The QDI techniques implemented
using many different encoding techniques such as LETS (Level
Encoded Transition signaling) [9] and LEDR (Level Encoded Dual
Rail encoding) [10], the first one uses four phase encoding, for this
throughput is low as the communication step are more, whereas in
LEDR is a two phase encoding tecnhique, which reduces the com-
munication steps hence increases the Throughput but they can
applied only small applications (e.g.: Links) [5] as handling the
two phase information is difficult task. An architectural explo-
ration is presented in [11] shows that Asynchronous NOC Router
designs shows better results in terms throughput, Latency and
inherent Fault tolerance. A concept of Roundabout NOC RNOC
and RNOC-A (for Asynchronous NOC) are proposed [12] where a
lane of buffers are shared by multiple IO ports to improve the
power and area consumption

The Second parameter is routing protocol, if we select a com-
plex routing technique; it will complicate the router design and
increase power consumption and chip area. On the other hand, if
we use a simple routing protocol, it will outperform in energy
and cost but not efficient in routing traffic across the network.

The third parameter is the Buffer size; buffers stores the data
packet, which reduces the dropping off and misrouting of the par-
cels [13].But, they consume considerable power (dynamic power -
read/write operations and static power - empty) and chip area. For
example, in TRIPS [14], input buffers occupy 75% of network area).
In recent times, Buffer-less routing algorithms (e.g., CHIPPER [15] &
BLESS [16]) offers solution to Buffered routing algorithms, and they
work on the principle that packets are never stored, but are
deflected in the network. Deflection causes unwanted hopping
which reduces network throughput and increases power consump-
tion, and present Buffer-less router is based on sequential port allo-
cation, which leads to long critical paths. Buffer-less routers are
only suitable for low to medium network load; hence Minimally
buffered deflection routing are suitable for higher network load
[17]. Randomly prioritized Buffer-less GALS NOC based on 3D lot-
tery based routing is proposed [18].

Buffer-less NOCs present a tradeoff: by eliminating buffers, the
peak network throughput is reduced, potentially degrading perfor-
mance. However, network power is often significantly reduced. For
this tradeoff to be effective, the power reduction must outweigh
the slowdown’s effect on total energy. Minimal performance
reduction with buffer-less when NOC is lightly loaded, which con-
stitutes many of the applications they evaluated. Buffer- less NoC
design thus represents a compelling design point for many systems
with low-to-medium network load, eliminating unnecessary
capacity for significant savings.

The fourth factor is Arbiter; it controls the scheduling of the
ports and hence solves contention issue. Arbiter monitors the sta-
tus of all the ports and tracks which port is communicating and
which is free. The Arbiter makes sure that no packet waits forever
for the output port. In round-robin arbiter [16], an equal time slice
2

is assigned for each requester. Once the request is served, it has
maximumwait time (twait_max=no. of requester-1). The RRA iSLIP
algorithm [19] is used which based programmable priority enco-
der, where instead of round-robin fashion, packets are transferred
in a specific direction. It will face the starvation issue if the data
packets are arriving continuously from a specific direction. Hence
designing an efficient arbiter is essential to solving the Live-lock
and Deadlock and Starvation issues in NOC.

In this paper, we propose Asynchronous 4x4 Mesh NOC archi-
tecture with a Buffer less router using XY routing on FPGA. In the
proposed Router design, we have eliminated the conventional
crossbar switch and Input/output buffer. Priority encoder and Arbi-
ter in our design are designed to solve the long critical path prob-
lem of traditional buffer less techniques. This design gives
improved performance in terms of area, speed and power
consumption.
2. Proposed NOC router architecture

In this paper, we chose to design a Buffer-less Router with 5 I/O
ports; four directional (E, W, N& S) ports and one local port. Local
port input and local port output provide the connection with the
local processor or controller, whereas directional (north, east, west
and south) ports are used to connect to other neighboring nodes in
the network. Here number of input port is equal to number of out-
put port which makes router Dead lock free. Fig. 1 shows the inter-
nal structure Router. It consists of priority encoder block, Arbiter
(scheduler) block, Routing Controller (XY routing) block and LEDR
encoder-decoder block; we have eliminated input/output buffers
and crossbar switch to improve the area and power consumption.
There is no need for virtual channels in our design as it is a buffer-
less design with equal number of I/O ports. The packet which is
arriving router will be directed to corresponding output port,
which makes the router design Fast (No need to store the packet
in the router.), Simple (as there is no read/ write operation in rou-
ter level), Area efficient (No buffers, virtual channels & crossbar
switch) and Power efficient (buffers consumes reasonable power
static: when empty & Dynamic: while RD/WR operations). The pro-
posed design is implemented on FPGA [14]. Reconfigurable prop-
erty of FPGAs makes it a better choice in evolving SOCs and AI
applications [13].
2.1. Priority encoder

While transferring the packets in the network, we can either
choose to have hardware control, by configuring the hardware in
such a way that high priority packets are routed through high pri-
ority links, or we can go for software control by using credit-based
flow control. These choices can be very application sensitive and
provide a lot of flexibility in configuring the NOC. In our design
we are using software control through Priority Encoder. When
many ports requests for same output port, Arbiter (scheduler) is
in charge of port allocation; hence, it should be designed to make
contention-free and fast scheduling. In our design, instead of hard-
wired switch-based design, we are using FSM based arbiter with
priority encoder. The priority encoder Fig. 2 here Assigns priority
in clockwise direction, highest priority to port connecting to the
processor/core, next to North, East, South andWest. Instead of con-
ventional Round Robin design, directional priority assignment
helps to fast scheduling, however this alone may lead to starvation,
if packet is arriving continuously from particular direction. Hence
we designed our arbiter block to dynamically handle the priorities
of different ports (Fig. 2).
www.manaraa.com



Fig. 1. Internal structure of the router.

Fig. 2. (a) Top view of priority encoder (b) Simulation results.
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2.2. Arbiter

The Arbiter here barrows the concept from Weighted Round
Robin scheduling [21] & iSLIP scheduler. Priority encoder in our
design assigns directional priority (as in iSLIP), whereas arbiter
dynamically changes the port priority i.e., even though the port
is assigned with highest priority by the Priority Encoder, Arbiter
masks the priority once the port served as in case of WRRA, unlike
WRRA it does not follow the cyclic order. The Priority encoder and
the Arbiter in our router are designed in such way neither it
requires an extra block to calculate next priority generation block
nor credit assignment and maintenance block. If inputs from each
port are destined for different ports then the packet will be sent
normally to the corresponding output port without any issue. But
if more than one input port request to send the data packet to
the same destination port then, Arbiter first checks the priorities
of port and starts with the port with highest priority (as assigned
by the Priority encoder). After each transfer the request in hand
will be given least priority in next round of arbitration (whatever
may be the port priority). This arbitration is somewhat similar to
credit based arbitration but instead of employing a credit assign-
3

ment and management block a simple Priority assignment block
is used which assigns the priority and some internal registers are
used keep track of the port served. Our Arbiter keeps track of the
ports been served accordingly changes the port priority dynami-
cally, which makes the design starvation and Live lock free without
complicating the design (Fig. 3).
2.3. Routing controller

Routing controller in our design employs XY routing algorithm
which is simple and suitable for both regular and irregular topolo-
gies. It makes the design Live/Dead Lock free. The XY routing algo-
rithm generally follows the shortest path. This block is
implemented using two comparator sub blocks first block checks
the X address and second block checks the Y address. Once Arbiter
selects the packet, Routing controller unit routes the packet to des-
tination node by extracting the address information from packet
header, it checks the destination address; the first X address is
compared with the current address if it matches the packet will
be transferred in the same row till Y address matches. If not then
the packet will be sent to the next row without processing Y
address which saves the processor time. The packet is sent two
next row this process continues till X address matches. Once
the X address is matched, the next block will compare the Y
address with current address if that address matches it means
the packet is destined for that node.
2.4. LEDR

The packet after removing header information is sent to the
LEDR encoder decoder block. Our idea is to make the design asyn-
chronous by using two phases non-return to zero LEDR encoding,
which gives improved performance compared to a conventional
four-phase return to zero encodings, in terms of area, power and
throughput as it eliminates the spacer between two consecutive
data. So far now we have not implemented this part but our next
task would be to incorporate LEDR encoding in Router Figs. 4 and 5.
2.5. Packet structure

The Network packet in our design is of 48 bit. The Fig. 6 shows
the packet structure, First bit is reserved next four bits for address
bit. Two-bit holds Row (x-axis) information and next two-bits for
column (y-axis). Data packet is of 32 bits of data and remaining
are 11 bits are reserved for future use. The NOC should be config-
urable to add and check parity or ECC where needed, to configure
and check for communication timeouts, and even for configuring
some of the NoC units to work with a duplicate in lock-step. Also,
if needed, the NoC should be able to detect and even isolate misbe-
having hardware functions in preparation for a reset/reboot
(Fig. 6).
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Fig. 3. (a) Arbiter code (b) RTL Schematic.
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3. Implementation of NOC architecture

The key idea of efficient chip design is using special-purpose
circuitry that allocates computation insensitive tasks across
different cores on chip and designing an efficient communication
4

network to transfer the processed information. AI SoC designers
frequently implement multiple instances of the same type of hard-
ware in a grid hence they prefer regular topologies such as rings,
meshes, or torus, [19]. It helps to ensure predictable data flow,
reduces R&D cost, and can help guarantee design scalability over
www.manaraa.com



Fig. 4. Top view of Edge node with three I/O port.

Fig. 6. Packet Structure.

Fig. 7. 2D 4�4 Mesh NOC architecture.
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time. Reconfigurable FPGAs is a better choice for evolving chip
technology. It has become clear that the NOC has a unique role
to play in ensuring that SOC data flow and data integrity. In this
paper, we proposed to design a 2D 4x4 Mesh architecture on FPGA.
We aim to reduce the area and power burden of the on-chip net-
work. Fig. 7 shows two- dimensional 4x4 Mesh NOC architecture
with 16 Asynchronous Buffer-less NOC Routers with five input
ports and five output ports. Each Router except the Router at the
edge has five-ports; four directions such as East, West, North,
South and one local port for connecting to processing core, all
the Routers are connected through communication link. Router
nodes are arranged (numbered) in column of 4 nodes as shown
in Fig. 1. The X–Y routing algorithm [20] is used to establish the
communication between the nodes (data packet transfer from
the source node to the destination node). In this algorithm, every
node sends the data packets first in the X-direction till the column
address matches and then sends the data packets in the Y- direc-
tion till the destination node is matches. Fig. 1 depicts the case of
data transfer between two farthest nodes; node1 to node 16
Fig. 5. Single Node (Rou

5

The proposed Asynchronous NOC architecture with Buffer less
Router is modelled in Verilog HDL, using Xilinx ISE 14.7 with Virtex
7 family, on xc7a100t device, using 3csg324 package. Simulated
using ISE simulator (iSIM) and synthesis is performed using the
Xilinx synthesis tool (XST) tool. The design process, we started
with the design of a single router node, here we selected 5 port
router, which includes programmable Priority encoder, arbiter
controller. The priority encoder’s select(sel) signal decides which
packet appears at the output port and arbiter is in charge of effi-
cient port allocation. In the second step we have implemented
the Routing controller block, which is based on XY routing Algo-
rithm. This block in the router structure enables to pass packets
from source to destination node. XY Routing is a simple yet effi-
cient routing technique which makes the design deadlock and live-
lock free. In third step, we have extended single router node to
implement a structured two-dimensional 4x4 mesh Asynchronous
www.manaraa.com
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Fig. 8. (a): Top view of 4�4 Mesh (b): Inter connection between nodes.
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NoC architecture. Fig. 8(a) shows the top view of NOC architecture.
One pin is assigned for each Router in network. The packet can be
injected into the network through any node in NOC. Fig. 8(b) shows
the connection between two nodes.

From simulation results we can observe the asynchronous and
parallel transmission of data packet. Fig. 9 shows a case of transfer-
ring data between two farthest Router nodes, i.e. node 1 to node
16. In our design we are using parallel transmission, we can
observe that to transfer the packets between two farthest router
nodes (node 1 to node 16), it takes less than 50 ps for a packet
to reach to the destination node. Fig. 10 shows simulation results
6

showing data propagation in the internal node before appearing
at the output node; this shows how the packet is first transmitted
in the X direction and then in the Y direction (1-5-9-13-14-15-16).

From the above figure, we can observe that for transferring data
packet from router node 1 to 16 the packet is taking six hops the
total time is less than 0.5 ns and latency of 5 clock cycle. Table 1
shows the utilization summary of the proposed design we can
see here that NoC architecture is efficient in terms of resource uti-
lization; it is consuming only 2% of registers and 5%of total LUTs
available. The power analyzed using Xpower analyzer, it is about
0.56 W. Table 2 shows the comparison of proposed with standard
www.manaraa.com



Table 1
Device utilization summary 2D 4x4 Mesh Asynchronous NOC Architecture.

Device utilization Summery

Logic Utilization Used Available Utilization

Number of Slice of Registers 2978 126,800 2%
Number of slice of LUTs 3544 63,400 5%
Number of fully used LUTs and FF pairs 2895 3627 79%
Number of BUFG/BUFGCTRLs 1 32 3%

Fig. 9. Simulation result showing input given at node1 and output appearing at node 16 core.

Fig. 10. Simulation results showing data flow in internal nodes before appearing at the output.
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designs like conventional Buffered router, Buffer less designs like
BLESS and CHIPPER. The proposed design gives improved perfor-
mance in terms of area and speed.
7

4. Conclusions and future scope

We have presented two-dimensional 4�4 Asynchronous Mesh
NOC Architecture with buffer-less Router. In our proposed router
design we have removed I/O Buffer and replaced traditional cross-
bar switch with FSM based Arbiter which handles the port Alloca-
tion efficiently with improved speed and reduced the hardware
cost. The proposed Priority encoder and Arbiter together efficiently
solve the starvation& Live/Deadlock issues. The design is capable of
handling low-to-medium network load efficiently. Area consump-
tion is reduced by (12–43%) compared to buffered router and pre-
sent buffer less router. The parallel transmission method employed
in our design improves the speed by (73–81%).our design most
www.manaraa.com



Table 2
Comparison of proposed router with standard Buffered and Buffer less Router designs.

Buffered BLESS CHIPPER Proposed Router Percentage improvement

Buffered BLESS CHIPPER

Area (in mm2) 480,174 311,059 306,165 271,185 43% 12.8% 11.4%
Time (in ns) 1.88 2.68 1.90 0.5 73% 81% 73%
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suitable option for high speed communication intensive applica-
tion like artificial intelligence. Furthermore, we will be employing
two-phase Level Encoded Dual Rail (LEDR) encoding at the Router
level, which improves the throughput & power consumption. Our
buffer-less router design lacks functionality like fault detection
and congestion awareness, our next step is to incorporate such
properties in the proposed design. Furthermore, design can be
easily upgraded from five port router design to seven port Router
hence we can widen present NOC to 3D NOC Architecture.
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